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In this note, we offer some variants of a theorem of Pare and &helter on 
integrality in matrix rings. We use these to deduce that a ring R is integral over the 
fixed subring RG under the action of a finite abelian group G provided 1 GI . R = R. 
We also obtain an integrality version of the Bergman-Isaacs theorem. 
In a very clever paper [4], Pare and Schelter prove a Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem for matrices over noncommutative rings. Variants of this result are 
given in [2] and [3] h w  ere the integrality conditions so obtained yield Going 
Up theorems for various extensions of rings. In this brief note, we offer some 
additional variants, or rather reformulations, of the original theorem and we 
show how these can be used to deduce that a ring R is integral over the fixed 
ring RG under the action of a finite abelian group G provided that 
[Gl-R=R. 
Let R be a ring (possibly without 1) and let S be a subring. If 
r,, r2 ,..., rI E R, then an S-monomial in r,, r2 ,..., rl is a product in some 
order of the ri)s each occurring finitely often and of elements of S with at 
least one element of S occurring. Thus, for example, if s,, sz E S, then 
rfs,rzs2r,r3 is an S-monomial in r,, r2, r3 but r:r2r,r3 is not (unless 1 E S). 
By the degree of any such monomial we mean the total degree in the ri)s. We 
say that the extension R 1 S is fully integral of degree t if for any 
rl, r2,..., rl E R 
rlr2 --. rt = 9(rl , r2 ,..., rr), 
where #(r,, r 2,..., rJ is a sum of S-monomials in the r,‘s of degree less than t. 
In particular, by setting rl = rz = a.. = rr = r E R, we see that the fully 
integral extension R r> S is integral in the sense of Schelter. 
If A is a ring with 1, let the matrix units of M,(A) be denoted as usual by 
{eij). The following result is a modification of the Pare-Schelter theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A be a ring with 1 and let R E? S be subrings (possibly 
without 1) of M,(A). Assume that 
(a) (Et eii) R(C’; e,,) G R for all k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(b) S consists of diagonal matrices and eiiReii = eiiSeii for all 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Then there exists an integer t = t(n) > 1 depending only upon n such that R 
is fully integral over S of degree t. 
Proof We just point out that the arguments given in the proof of 14, 
Theorem 1 ] carry over here. The idea is to work entirely within R. For each 
k, let fk = e,, + ez2 + .a. + ekk so that fkRfk E R, by assumption. Thus in the 
notation of the proof of [2, Theorem 11, if /I E R n Mk+ ,(A), then 
,t?=fk/?fk E R n M,(A). In other words, condition (a) guarantees that R is 
closed under the truncation map p-p’. Furthermore, condition (b) 
guarantees that S is a transversal for the matrices in R. Since SE R, the 
proof is easily seen to go through. 
We remark that if R contains the identity of M,(A), then condition (a) is 
clearly equivalent to e,, E R for all i = 1, 2,..., n. 
A simple computation shows that the degree t(n) given above satisfies 
t(n) < 2’” ‘. In the following, t(n) will always denote this particular function. 
Clearly t(n + 1) > t(n). 
Now let R be a ring with 1 and let 
l=e,+e,+...+e, 
be a decomposition of I E R into orthogonal idempotents. If a = 
{ely e,,..., e,}, then it is trivial to see that 
C,(B)=e,Re, +e,Re,+a.. +e,Re,. 
If B is central in R, then an &?-transversal for R is a subring S such that 
e, R = e,S for all i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a ring, let 1 = e, + e, + . . . i- e, be a decom- 
position of 1 E R into orthogonal idempotents, and set g = {e,, e,,..., e,}. If 
S is an 8-transversal for C,(a), then R is fully integral over S of degree 
t(n)* 
Proof: For each r E R, let ru = eirej. Then the map a: R + M,(R) given 
by u(r) = [rij] is easily seen to be an isomorphism into. Observe that o(ei) = 
eii EM,(R) so eii E a(R) for all i. Moreover S g C,(a) so a(S) commutes 
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with (e,,, ez2 ,..., en”} and hence consists of diagonal matrices. Finally if 
r E R, then eirei E C,(a) so by assumption 
ei rf?i = e, . ei rei = e,s = eisei 
for some s E S. Hence 
e,,a(r) eii = eiia(s) eii 
and we conclude from Theorem 1 that a(R) is fully integral of degree t(n) 
over o(S). Applying u- ’ yields the result. 
In particular, by taking S = C,(a) and r, = rz = .. . = rl, we see that R is 
integral over C,(Z). 
Note that if R = M,(A) and if B = {e,,, e,,,..., en,,}, then the scalar 
matrices A are an ?Y-transversal for C,(a), the diagonal matrices. Thus 
Corollary 2 recaptures the original Pare-Schelter theorem. 
Let G be a group. We say that R is a G-graded ring if there exist additive 
subgroups R, of R indexed by the elements x E G such that 
and R,R,, s R,, for all x,y E G. In particular, the identity component R, is 
a subring of R. The following lovely corollary and its subsequent application 
to the second proof of Theorem 4 are due to G. Bergman. I would like to 
thank Professor Bergman for allowing me to include this material. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a finite group and let R be a G-graded ring. 
Then R is fully integral of degree t(l G I) over R , , the identity component. 
Proof Let A 2 R be any ring with 1. Let n = (GI and let the rows and 
columns of M,(A) be indexed by the elements of G. In particular, if 
a E M,(A), we let [a],., denote its x, yth entry and we let eX,Y denote the 
usual matrix units for all x, y E G. Define T c M,(A) to be the set of all 
matrices r with [s]~,,, E Rx,-,. It is then trivial to see that T is a subring of 
M,(A) satisfying the truncation condition 
for all nonempty subsets XL G. Furthermore, T 2 S where S is the set of 
scalar matrices with entries in R, and clearly ex,xTex,x = ex,xSex,x for all 
x E G. Thus, by Theorem 1, we conclude that T is fully integral of degree 
t(n) over S. 
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Now every element r E R is uniquely writable as r = CxsG r(x) with 
r(x) E R, and we can therefore define a map u: R + M,(A) by 
Clearly a(R) g T and it is easily verified that o is an isomorphism into. 
Furthermore o(R,) = S. Thus, by the work of the preceding paragraph, a(R) 
is fully integral of degree f(n) over u(R,). Applying u-’ yields the result. 
Let R be a ring and let G be a finite group of automorphisms of R. Then 
the fixed subring RG is defined by 
RG=(rERIrg=rforallgEG}. 
The next result shows that R is fully integral over RG if G is abelian and 
/Cl-’ E R. This was previously known for some groups of small order via 
direct computations, done independently by Bergman and Lorenz. We offer 
two essentially different proofs here, each based on one of the previous two 
corollaries. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a ring, let G be a finite abelian group of 
automorphisms of R, and assume that R = I G/ - R. Then R is fully integral 
otler RG of degree t(l G I). 
Proof Let n = ] GI and set t = t(n). We first consider a reduction 
common to both proofs and then we offer the proofs in turn. 
Reduction to the Generic Case 
Let (cij} be nt noncommuting variables and form the free ring 
T = Z(C, 1 1 < i < n, 1 <j ( t). 
Then G = { 1 = g,, g, ,..., g,} acts naturally on T by permuting the variables 
in orbits of size n, with the notation chosen so that Q = cv. Furthermore, if 
6 is a primitive complex nth root of unity, then G also acts on T = T[ l/n] 
and on 
T” = T [6] = Z[ l/n, 8](& ] all i, j) 
with G fixing 6. We show that it suffices to prove that T” is fully integral of 
degree t over (T”)“. This, of course, indicates the purely combinatorial 
nature of the result. 
Suppose we know that T” = T’ [a] is fully integral of degree t over (P)’ = 
(T’)’ [6] and consider the equation 
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over (7”)G [6] satisfied by [, , , [,2 ,..., cl,. Since 6 is central in T’, we can 
shift all occurrences of 6 to the right and deduce that 
r,,r1* *.. c,, = $“(L, 3 Lr-9 CIA 
= 
where each #J(C,, , [,2 ,..., C,,) is a sum of (T’)‘-monomials in the clj’s of 
degree less than t and where { I, &.., ski is a basis for Z[ l/n, S] over Z[ l/n]. 
The freeness of r’ over Y now yields 
an equation over (Y)G. 
Multiplying the above through by a suffkiently large power of n to clear 
denominators, we see that there exists m = na such that 
(m~,,)W,,) -a- MI,) = 4bCI17 Go..., mL,h (*I 
where q@C,, , mCIl,..., m[,,) is a sum of P-monomials in the mc,j’s of 
degree less than t. Observe that 
is graded by total degree in the Cij’s and that the action of G respects this 
grading. Thus 
so we can assume that all TG coefficients in 4 are homogeneous and then 
that all mononomials of 4 have total degree t as measured in T. But the 
variables in each monomial contribute less than t factors and thus at least 
one factor must come from P+, where as usual 
T+=T,+T2+..-. 
In other words, @(m[,,, mC,z ,..., m[,J is a sum of p+-monomials in the 
mc,j’s of degree less than t. 
Now let R be any ring acted upon by G wnn no =x auu ICL 
rl, r2 ,..., rl E R. Since m = n”, there exist s,, s2 ,..., s, E R with msj = rj and 
we define a homomorphism u: T, -+ R by o([,) = ~7. In particular a(Cij) = sj 
and hence o(m&,) = r,. Furthermore, it is clear that u is a G-homomorphism 
which therefore maps fixed points to fixed points. Thus by applying u to 
equation (*) we deduce that R is totally integral of degree l over RG. 
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We have therefore shown that it s&ices to prove that T” is fully integral 
of degree t over (T’)G. In particular, in each of the following two proofs we 
can assume that the ring R, acted upon by G, is an algebra with 1 over 
Z[ l/n, 61 and that G acts trivially on 6. 
The Skekj Group Ring Proof 
Since G acts on R we can form the skew group ring R’ = RG. 
Furthermore, for each linear character 1: G + (a), define e, E R’ by 
e, = (l/n) 1 1(x-‘) x. 
XEG 
As is well known, 1 = C.1 e, is a decomposition of 1 E R’ into n orthogonal 
idempotents. Moreover, for each x E G we have x = ‘& L(x) e,. Thus, if 
8’ = (eA ] all A), then C:,,(g) = (R’)G, where G acts on R’ by conjugation. 
The goal now is to show that RG is an 6%transversal for C,.(a) = (R’)G. 
To this end, let a = CxsG a,x E (R’)G. Then, since G is abelian, we have 
for all g E G and hence a, E RG for all x E G. Therefore, for each 2 we have 
are, = - \’ a,xe, =x a,A(x) e, 
and this assertion is proved. It now follows from Corollary 2 that R’ is fully 
integral of degree f(n) over RG. Since R’ 2 R, the theorem is proved. 
The G-Graded Ring Proof 
For each linear character L E G = Hom(G, (6)) define 
R, = (r E R ( r’ = L(x) r for all x E G). 
Then certainly R, is an additive subgroup of R and clearly R,R, G R,, . 
Moreover R,, the identity component, is precisely given by R, = RG. Now 
for each r E R, 1 E e let 
rn = (l/n) x A(x-‘) r’. 
XEG 
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Then we have easily rA E R, and r = Cslr, so we conclude that R = C., R,. 
In addition, this sum is direct since the map A: R + R, is easily seen to be a 
projection annihilating all R, with p + A. In other words, R is a e-graded 
ring. Since I(?[ = IG\ = n, we conclude from Corollary 3 that R is fully 
integral of degree t(n) over R, = RG. 
The following example shows that the assumption R = 1 G 1 . R is definitely 
needed for integrality. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let G be cyclic of prime order p. Then there exists a 
characteristic zero domain R acted upon by G such that R is not integral, in 
the sense of Schelter, over RG. 
Proof: Let G act naturally on R = Z([, , cZ ,..., 6,) and observe that R is a 
characteristic zero domain. If c, were integral over RG, then for all rings S 
acted upon by G, S would be integral over SC. In other words, it suffices to 
find any ring S acted upon by G with S not integral over SC. 
To this end, let A = GF(p)(x, J!) be the free algebra in two variables and 
let S be the set of all matrices in M,(A) of the form (ff i). Then g = (A :) is a 
unit of order p in S so G = (y) acts on S by conjugation. Since 
we see immediately that (i t) E S is not integral over SG. 
We would, of course, like to extend Theorem 4 to all finite groups G. To 
this end, it is certainly hopeless to try to generalize the G-graded ring proof. 
In the skew group ring proof the assumption that G is abelian is used twice. 
The second use, namely, that RG is an g-transversal for C,,(a), is not true 
for nonabelian groups and hence is an essential stumbling block. The first 
use, namely, that the group ring Z[ l/n, 61 [G] is spanned by a set 27 of 
orthogonal idempotents, is not crucial. Indeed it can be finessed in a manner 
similar to that given below. 
THEOREM 6. Let K be aj?eld, let R be a K-algebra with 1, and suppose 
that R 2 E where E is a finite-dimensional separable K-algebra. Let 
l=e,+e,+... + e, be an orthogonal decomposition of 1 E E into central 
idempotents, set B = (e,, e, ,..., e,}, and ler S be an rY-transuersalfor C,(E). 
Then R is fully integral of degree ((dim, E) over S. 
Proof: Suppose first that 
E=E,@E,@ . ..@E.,, 
is a direct sum of full matrices over K. Denote the matrix units in E, by f l;i”’ 
and set .F = (f 1:’ 1 all i, k}. Then the idempotents in Sr yield an orthogonal 
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decomposition of 1 E R and C,(E) G C,(3) = C. The goal is to show that 
S is an 3T-transversal for C. 
To this end, fix f $’ E .F, let c E C, and consider 
If I # k then surely f $? = 0 = Cf (‘) 1 ab . On the other hand. for I = k we have 
Thus since E is spanned over the central subfield K by all f A:, we conclude 
that c’E C,(E). Furthermore, it is clear that for some e E B we have 
f$‘e=fif’. 
By assumption, S is an g-transversal for C,(E) so there exists s E S with 
es = et. Multiplying this equation on the left by f I:’ we obtain 
where the latter follows from the formula for f$,‘,“dc’ and the fact that 
c E C,(3). Thus S is indeed an Y-transversal for C,(X). Since 
].Y] < dim, E, Corollary 2 now implies that R is fully integral over S of 
degree r(dim, E). This completes the special case considerations. 
For the general case, let F be the algebraic closure of K and form 
R’ = R OK F. Then R’ 2 E’ and E’ is a direct sum of full matrices over F by 
the separability assumption. Furthermore, dim, E’ = dim, E and S’ is easily 
seen to be an g-transversal for C,,(E’) = C,(E) OK F. Thus we conclude 
that R’ is fully integral over S’ of degree t(dim, E) and, using the freeness of 
R’ over R, we see easily that the same is true for R over S. 
In particular, the above shows that R is fully integral over C,(E). 
A few comments on group actions are now in order. First, it is not true in 
general that R 2 RG is a finite normalizing extension and thus Theorem 4 
has nontrivial content. Second, we can certainly use Theorem 6 to obtain 
results when the group action is inner. However, in view of the generic 
nature of this problem, as indicated in the proof of Theorem 4, it is really the 
outer case which is of interest. Third, it is not true that a fully integral 
extension of a fully integral extension is fully integral. Thus we do not get an 
immediate generalization of Theorem 4 from abelian groups to solvable 
groups. Finally, it is clear that Theorem 4 yields an alternate, albeit more 
diffkult, proof of the Bergman-Isaacs theorem [l] for abelian groups. 
Conversely, the Bergman-Isaacs theorem for arbitrary finite groups yields a 
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weak version of integrality. In the following, let s = s(] G 1) be the nilpotence 
bound given by [ 1, Proposition 2.31. 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a ring acted upon by the finite group G and 
suppose that 1 G 1 . R = R. Then for any r, , r2 ,..., rS E R, where s = s(l G I), we 
have 
5 r2 . . - rS = I$, 
where $ is a sum of RG-monomials of degree less than s in the G-conjugates 
of the ri)s. 
Proof We first consider the generic case. Let n = 1 G] and form the free 
ring 
T = Z([, / 1 < i < n, 1 <j < s). 
Then G = (1 = g,, g, ,..., g, } acts naturally on T by permuting the variables 
in orbits of size n and let the notation be SO chosen that & = rij. 
Furthermore G acts on T’ = T[ l/n] and also on T, and Y+, the 
corresponding positive parts under the natural grading by total degree. Let 
I’ = T(T’+)” T c r+ be the two-sided ideal spanned by (T’+)G and consider 
the action of G on .Z’ = T+/Z’. 
It is an immediate consequence of Maschke’s theorem on complete 
reducibility that (.Z’)G = 0. Alternately suppose (x E T’+ with a fixed by G 
modulo I’. Then clearly 
a= (l/n) 5 (xx=0 (modI’) 
XEG 
since I’ 2 (T;)G. By either means we see that (J’)G = 0 so the 
Bergman-Isaacs theorem [ 1, Proposition 2.31 applies and we have (J’)’ = 0. 
In particular 
r,,r,z *.* [,, E I’ = T(T’+)G T+. 
Since G respects the grading of T’, (r+)G is spanned by homogeneous 
elements and hence we can write 
with ,D, r~, r all homogeneous, r~ E (Y+)G, and 
deg,u+degq+degr=s. 
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In particular, since deg q > 0, we have degp + deg r < s. This shows that 
where 4’ is a sum of (T+)G-monomials in the oj of degree less than s. Now 
multiplying the above equation through by a sufficiently large power of n to 
clear denominators, we see that there exists m = n” such that 
MJ4*) *** W,,) = 6 (*) 
where 4 is a sum of (T+)‘-monomials in the variables mCij of degree less 
than s. Finally, let R be any ring acted upon by G with nR = R. If 
r,, rz ,..., rs E R, choose u,, u2 ,..., u, E R with muj= rj. Then the map 
CJ: T, + R given by a(rij) = ufi is easily seen to be a G-homomorphism and 
applying u to equation (*) clearly yields the result. 
We remark that the assumption R = 1 G/ . R above is required, as can be 
seen from Example 5. Finally it is clear that Theorem 7 is just an alternate, 
but perhaps more interesting, paraphrasing of the Bergman-Isaacs theorem. 
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